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Single list of products, subject to mandatory requirements in the EAEU

66 product types (subject to mandatory requirements)

46 EAEU technical regulations
Among them:
38 EAEU came into force

Under development:
13 EAEU draft TRs; 27 draft amendments to TRs

Common regulation of 80% of circulated products
Information on the national bodies of the EAEU Members States, authorized to carry out state control (surveillance) over compliance with requirements of the EAEU technical regulations, is on the official website of the Commission.
State control (surveillance) over compliance with requirements of the Union’s Technical regulations is carried out in accordance with the laws of the Member-States.

On principles and approaches to implementation of state control (surveillance) over compliance with requirements of technical regulations of the Eurasian Economic Union in order to harmonize legislation of EAEU Member-States in this sphere

- Draft Approved
  - Procedure for cooperation between state control (surveillance) bodies of the Union Member-States
- Draft Approved
  - Alerting system for unsafe products (general process № 37)
- Draft Approved
  - Resolving disputes between bodies (authorities)

State control (surveillance) procedures
Agreement on principles and approaches to harmonization of legislation of the EAEU Member States in the sphere of state control (surveillance) over compliance with the requirements of the Union’s technical regulations

- Fulfilling functions of control (surveillance) is done on the basis of common approaches and rules
- Implementation of a risk-based approach
- Alerting system for unsafe products
- Prevention of offences over penalties is the priority

To be approved in August 2018
Procedure for cooperation between state control (surveillance) bodies of the Union Member-States

The state control (surveillance) authorities of one Member State should notify the state control (surveillance) authorities of other Member States when identifying unsafe products.

The period of notification to be sent, and what information to be included is set.

The state control (surveillance) authorities should inform about identified unsafe products released for circulation on the market.

Conducting mutual consultations and negotiations on disputable issues.
RECOMMENDATIONS for the EAEU Member States on the application of a risk-oriented approach in the sphere of state control (surveillance) over compliance with the requirements of the Union’s technical regulations to be developed.
Alerting system for unsafe products (EAEU Pilot Project)

Member State

National part of the information on unsafe products

EAEU Integrated Information System

Member State

National part of the information on unsafe products

- «On Safety of Low Voltage Equipment» (CU TR 004/2011)
- «On Safety of Products for Children and Adolescents» (CU TR 007/2011)
- «On Safety of Toys» (CU TR 008/2011)
- «On Safety of Wheeled Vehicles» (CU TR 018/2011)
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